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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which type of Business Continuity Plan (BCP) test involves
practicing aspects of the BCP, without actually interrupting
operations or bringing an alternate site on-line?
A. Parallel
B. Simulation
C. Structured walkthrough
D. Full interruption
E. Checklist
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A company plans to stop using Amazon EC2 key pairs for SSH

access, and instead plans to use AWS Systems Manager Session
Manager. To further enhance security, access to Session Manager
must take place over a private network only.
Which combinations of actions will accomplish this? (Select
TWO.)
A. Deploy a new EC2 instance that will act as a bastion host to
the rest of the EC2 instance fleet.
B. Attach an IAM policy with the necessary Systems Manager
permissions to the existing IAM instance profile.
C. Create a VPC endpoint for Systems Manager in the desired
Region.
D. Allow inbound access to TCP port 22 in all associated EC2
security groups from the VPC CIDR range.
E. Remove any default routes in the associated route tables.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which IBM capabilities provide immediate synergies with i2
Intelligence Analysis?
A. IBM Tivoli for provisioning and asset management
B. A and B
C. IBM ECM for Content Analytics and Advanced Case Management
D. IBM SPSS for predictive analytics
Answer: B
Explanation:
* IBM i2 Fraud Intelligence Analysis to a service-oriented
architecture (SOA) to provide incremental advantages including:
Integration with other IBM and customer solutions though a
services bus to deliver a more holistic solution. Examples
include fraud detection solutions, such as IBM SPSS and case
management solutions, such as IBM Case Manager.
* Proactive Policing through IBM Integrated Law Enforcement
IBM ILE serves the command &amp; operational community,
intelligence analysts and field officers. IBM SPSS adds
business analytics for effective deployment decisions
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